Chinese and Western Combinations
Virgo (Rooster) Month
Combination with Buffalo Year:
"Study" Mercury, Earth, Mutable
"Survivor" Yin-Negative Water
Characteristics: Stability, Vindictiveness, Bias,
Strength of Purpose, Crankiness, Bigotry, Plodding,
Reserve, Eloquence, Decorum, Standoffishness,
Stubbornness, Innovation, Courtesy, Integrity,
Diligence,
Meticulousness,
Discrimination,
Snobbery, Practicality, Service, Lucidity, NitPicking, Negativism

This combination is very cautious in what they do. Perhaps riding on the top of this
combination, the king of the characteristics is righteousness. There are probably
pictures of them in dictionaries under that entry. The Virgo-Buffalo, of course, can be
counted on, but in all they do they are individualistic. The Virgo-Buffalo is a walking
talking study in the old school and that means conventional and stuffy. There are
some good qualities to this combination but they are hard to find and reserved for a
select few. Of course reserved is kind of an operative word with this combination, in
more ways than one. Trudging along through life with their austere lifestyle the VirgoBuffalo can, to be kind, be thought of as traditional and genuine. It must be done their
way and generally it is done alone. This combination is very well mannered. In
addition there is a creative streak in them, albeit one that is not necessarily
interestingly innovative. If there is any other fun stuff about them it is well hidden
under a relentlessly solemn demeanor. Perhaps it can be added though, that this
combination is a good communicator and often a fine orator. They do not like help or
to ask for it. They rule themselves. Occasional exceptions occur when absolutely
necessary and in those cases this combination depends on those that are close to
them. To be close requires sharing a kinship in values, if not blood. Extraordinary care
is taken when choosing who is close. In the fluffy department of personal qualities
there is not much that can be said. There might be a couple, however.
Romance: This combination has extraordinary caution in choosing whom they
associate with which is a great help in the selection of a mate. What they want is
someone who is industrious to the core; someone who grew up that way and has
remained that way. The Virgo-Buffalo is a pragmatist and seeks love in all the right
places. This combination is careful and knows what they want. What is desired is
someone who is functional. There is a bit of slack in how they define functional, but
not much. They consider sex appeal or intelligence as frosting on the cake and like it,
but do not require it.

Relationships: Probably this combination should best avoid on compatibility are
Gemini-Dragons, Horses and Rams. A distance should be maintained with
Sagittarius-Rams and Tigers. To be avoided at all costs are Pisces-Rams and Tigers.
Excellent choices for the Virgo-Buffalo combination are the Taurus, Cancer, Scorpio
or Capricorn; especially if they are Snakes or Dragons. If a Cancer is involved, the
odds are they will be Horses or Dogs. This holds for Scorpios and Capricorns relative
to involvement of Horses or Dogs.
Family Life: The Virgo-Buffalo feels no need for the luxurious. To know this
combination is to be totally aware of what their home will be like even though it has
not been seen yet. There are absolutely no surprises upon the first visit. In fact, the
Virgo-Buffalo lot probably does not like surprises. Conservative and long lasting, as
well as tough, are probably some adjectives for this combination’s home. There is no
hint of the showy or the flashy here. Being a pragmatist, this person’s home and the
things in it must work. They probably subscribe to this; if it is not broken, do not
replace it, school of thought. This is not based on penny pinching, but it is based on
practicality.
Likelihood: The work this combination does is precise and completely. This
combination is intelligent and quite responsible. The projects they undertake are done
completely and correctly. They are capable of being fine in supervisory positions and
have no problem enforcing rules. This combination is not fond of the city with it noise,
hustle and bustle. They are country people, but most certainly not hayseeds. While
they are not plantations owners, they might be the stoic rancher type.
Famous Virgo/Buffalo: Lafayette, Peter Sellers, Robert Bresson.

